The capacity of the M-User Binary Adder Channel, subjected to various restrictions of physical nature, is investigated. The underlying propagation media considered are (i) fiber-optical, with lossless coupling and Poisson statistics (ii) radio, under Rayleigh fading and (iii) radio with constant amplitudes and random phases. Whereas the capacity of the unrestricted (ideal) model for the Binary Adder Channel is known to increase without limit with the number of users, it is shown here that, for each of these cases, the total capacity is upper bounded by a constant independent of of the number of users: in case (i) by 1. 7Q T bits per channel use, where Q T is the parameter of the Poisson process, in case (ii) by 4.33 bits per channel use and in case (iii) by 4.27 bits per channel use.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiuser communications has been the subject of extensive research and development in the past few decades. Essentially, multiuser communication is a method of communication in which all or some of the users transmit simultaneously over a common channel in a way that allows the proper receiving of the transmitted messages [1, 2] . A major consideration in devising codes and designing access scheme is clearly the nature of the channel over which this communication takes place. Two types of channels have been most popular: the Collision Channel [3] and the Binary Adder Channel [4] . The latter is the subject of this paper.
The M-user Binary Adder Channel (BAC) is defined such that at any time its output is the real sum reliable communication can be assured. The users are independent of one another, and P i denotes the probability that the i-th user transmits a "1" at any given time unit, i.e., P i = ∆ Prob[X i = "1"]. Ahlswede and Liao [2, 5] , proved that for any discrete time and memoryless multiple access channel with independent inputs (of which our BAC is a special case):
(1)
where the maximum is taken over all possible probability distributions P(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ) of the form P(X 1 ) . P(X 2 ) . . . . . P(X M ), and where I(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ; Y) is the mutual information between (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ), and Y, [13, pp. 18] . In fact, since we consider only the symmetrical case in which R i = R for all i, and due of the symmetry of the problem, a result by Shamai (Shitz) [12] leads to the conclusion that equation (1) can be satisfied with equality.
For the ideal BAC Wolf [1] has shown that
implying that the capacity increases logarithmically with the number of users. This is a remarkable and a rather unexpected result which raises the question whether this increase in capacity with the number of users, who are also mutual interferers, is due to laxity in the ideal model. We therefore subjected the Muser BAC to various restrictions which reflect physical characteristics of the underlying channels. To that end we examined: (a) The mechanism by which the signals are added by the channel, and (b) The statisti- 
II. M-USER FIBER-OPTICAL BINARY ADDER CHANNEL
Consider the communication system depicted in Figure 2 in which each user has an independent (On-Off-Keyed) laser modulating his emited bits. When the bit sent by the i-th user is "1"
packet containing a random number of photons is emitted by its modulator for a period of T seconds.
When a "0" is transmitted (X i = "0") no photons are transmitted. Denote by Q T the expected number of photons emitted during a single "1" transmission. A lossless optical device such as a Symmetrical Coupler is used to sum the incoming signals at the receiver's input, the power at the output port of the adder S out is given by
where S i is the power incoming from user i (see [14] 
where for j = k = 0, 0 0 is taken as 1.
To calculate the capacity we use equation (1) and get:
Photon Counter Y∈ { 0 , 1 , . . . , } Figure 2 : Fiber-optical binary adder channel
From the symmetry of the problem and the convexity of I(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ; Y) in P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P M [6, p. 28 ], the maximum is achieved for P 1 = P 2 = . . . = P M = ∆ P, where P is the probability that a certain user transmits a "1". To find P(Y), we note that Prob( j users sent "1") is given by
Combined with (4) we have
Therefore the explicit expression for the mutual information is
It is shown in Appendix A that the right handside of the above expression can be upper bounded, that
Maximizing the right hand side of the above expression with respect to P leads to
III. THE M-USER RADIO BINARY ADDER CHANNEL
Consider the communication system depicted in Figure 3 .
. The signals are sent over independent channels, and summed by the receiving antenna. The received signal is therefore The channel output Y(t) is passed through two matched filters, one for each quadrature component; the filters outputs, W and Z are sampled every T seconds and are a sufficient statistic. Using equation (1) for this equivalent time-discrete version of the channel, C SUM (M) is given by:
where
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Figure 3: Radio binary adder channel
A. The M-User Radio BAC Under Rayleigh Fading
In this subsection we consider the first variant of the radio channel in which V i (see equation (7)) is i.i.d Raleigh distributed. Equation (8), applied to this case becomes
Due to the symmetry of the problem and the convexity of I(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ; W, Z), it suffices to consider one maximization parameter P in (9) . To derive the explicit expression for 
is the Dirac delta function. The probability that j users transmit "1" is
Because this density function is a mixture of a discrete and continuous function, the mutual information can be calculated by considering separately the discrete and continuous portions, leading to (10)
which, after some algebra reduces to
, as a function of P, and is maximized with respect to P to yield C SUM ( 2 ) = 1. 02653 bits per channel use, when P = 0. 30568.
In Appendix C it is shown that for M > 2, the total capacity C SUM (M) in this case is upper-bounded by 4.328 b/c.u. independent of M.
In 
B. The M-User Radio BAC with Constant Amplitudes and Random Phases
In this section we consider the second variant of the M-user radio channel. We consider again the communication system depicted in Figure 3 without fading but with random phase drifts. In this case the output signal Y(t) of equation (7) 
The explicit expression for the mutual information between the inputs X i and the output r is (13)
where the probability density function f r (r) can be written in terms of the conditional density function f r (rX 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ) as (14) f r (r) =
The symmetry of the problem allows us again to consider only the case
In upper-bounding I(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ; r), we make use of the notion of typical sequences. We start with a brief overview of these sequences and some of their properties.
Let P be a discrete probability measure defined over an alphabet χ. A sequence X _ _ ∈ χ M is called δ-typical sequence for an information source emitting letters according to the measure P, if 
The following Lemma gives an upper-bound on the probability of the set (ZMT P.
and f (P, δ) is defined for 0 < P < 1 , δ > 0 and P + δ < 1.
Proof: The proof is based on the Chernoff bound and appears in Appendix D.
To tie the notion of typical sequences with our case, we note that every vector X _ _ = X 1 , . . . , X M that appears on the right handside of equation (13) On the other hand the maximum of I(X 1 , . . . , X M ; r) is achieved for P < 2 1 _ _ , since in such a system transmission of zeros is preferred in order to reduce the uncertainty at the channel's output associated with the transmission of "1".
We present now the major steps in bounding I(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ; r). As can be seen from equation (13), expressions for f r (rX _ _) and f r (r) are needed. Since for a transmission of a "0" r does not change, for a sequence X _ _ with k "1"'s and M − k "0"'s, the problem of finding f r (rX _ _) is identical to finding the probability density function of the distance from the origin after k steps, in a two-dimensional random walk [9] . This density function is derived by differentiating the distribution We start by breaking down the mutual information into two components based on the typical sequences. That is,
where (20)
For a fixed value of P( 0 < P < 1 ) and large enough M, any sequence X _ _ ∈ (ZMT P contains approximately MP "1"'s (see equation (16) A detailed rigorous analysis along these lines is presented in appendix E. It is shown that C SUM (M)
is upper bounded by 4.261b/c.u., independently of the number of users.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the ideal binary adder channel is not a realistic model for several practical cases such as the fiber optical and radio channels which are considered in this paper. Whereas the ideal BAC promises logarithmic increase in aggregate capacity with the number of users, in the cases considered the capacity is bounded by rather small values independent of the number of users.
The three cases considered are only representations of physical situations and by no means exhaustive. The conclusion, therefore, is only a caveat to remind the designer to look very suspiciously into the physical nature of the transmission medium before applying to it the ideal BAC model.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix we derive an upper bound on the mutual information for the optical channel. The derivation of the bound is based on the monotonicity of the functions logx and e x , and the convexity of the function x k that enable the use of Jensen's inequality.
Separating equation (6) into two terms we get (A-1)
Expanding the first term we get (A-2)
where 0 log 0 is considered as 0. Since jlog j ≤ jlogM for j = 1 , 2 , . . . , M it follows that
E[ jlog j] ≤ E[ j] logM and an upper bound on (A-4) (using (A-3)) is (A-5)
− QMP loge + QMPlogM 
Using Jensen's inequality (since the function f (x) = x k is convex cup) we get (A-7)
and therefore equation (A-6) is lower bounded by (A-8)
Combining equations (A-5) and (A-8) yields
and substituting QM by Q T yields the desired result.
APPENDIX B
In this appendix we evaluate the mutual information for the 2-user fading channel. We derive an explicit expression for I(X 1 , X 2 ; W, Z) as a function of the probability that user transmits a "0"
(denoted P), and maximize this expression with respect to P. (10) gives
By the transformation W = r cos θ, Z = r sin θ, we get (B-2)
Solving these integrals [8] yields
In this appendix we upper bound the mutual information for the fading channel. Before we start with the main derivation we prove two technical propositions of which we shall make use later on.
The first one provides an upper bound on the differential entropy of a weighted sum of Gaussian random variables. We start by proving a lemma on mixing of distributions.
Lemma: Given two sets of nonnegative numbers { σ i } and { a i } (i = 1 , 2 , . . . , M) such that Proof: Directly from the definitions above it follows that (C-2)
By Jensen's inequality log (
.
We next prove a proposition that upper bounds 
_______________ . To prove the proposition we need to show that
We do this by first calculating a closed form for X(P) and then bounding it. Differentiating X(P) with respect to P yields
Rearranging the above leads to the following differential equation:
the solution of which is given by
where we have made use of the boundary condition X( 0 ) = 0.
By inductive proof it can be established that X(P) is bounded from above by 2/ M.
We now compute the bound on the mutual information. Our point of departure is equation (11) . We use the notation a i ′ = 
. Equation (11) can now be rewritten as
and using the result of Lemma we get
is an expectation of a binomial random variable:
To bound the value of E    σ
we use the result of the Proposition and get
Finally, substituting equations (C-6) and (C-7) into (C-5) yields (C-8)
The maximum of (C-8) is obtained for P = 1 ( ∀ M) thus C SUM (M) < 4. 328b/c.u. S 1 = M . ln P( 1 − p − δ)
( 1 − P) (p + δ) _ ___________ .
Similar arguments hold for S 2 as well.
Replacing these values for S 1 and S 2 in (D-4) completes the proof. 
We now proceed to bound I (ZMT P (X _ _ ; r), the second term of equation (19) . Recalling that f (rn) = 0 for r > n ∀ n = 1 , . . . , M this term becomes 
